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Analysis presented in this report uses REMPLAN economic modelling to assess current and potential 
economic impacts. REMPLAN is an Input-Output model that captures inter-industry relationships 
within an economy. It can assess the area-specific direct and flow-on implications across industry 
sectors in terms of employment, wages and salaries, output and value-added, allowing for analysis of 
impact at Victorian state level in this case.  

Key points regarding the workings or terminology of the model are as follows: 

• Employment generated includes all full-time and part-time jobs created over the life of the 
construction phase; or in terms of the on-going operations, total on-going jobs generated. 

• For the purpose of this exercise Gross Value Added or GVA (a measure of the value of goods and 
services produced in an area, industry or sector of an economy during a certain period of time), 
has not been assessed.  

OPERATION PHASE 
Potential annual economic benefits (in jobs only) resulting from the ongoing operation of the proposed 
Art Gallery and its supporting spaces are estimated here. The number of direct jobs for the proposed 
development was estimated by referring to industry benchmarks and Urbis’ experience in staffing 
requirements for different land uses, based on the floorspace of each of these proposed uses. The 
‘creative culture’ industry can show varying employment benchmarks based on the final use(s) and as 
such if further information is made available this could be used to update these benchmarks. Direct 
jobs are entered into REMPLAN to produce an estimate for indirect jobs in the State of Victoria. In this 
exercise the direct and indirect gross value add has not been assessed. 

As of March 2018, it was estimated that the proposed development would have the capacity to provide 
for around 74 direct jobs in total (full-time, part-time and casual) during the on-going operation phase 
in the State of Victoria. These direct jobs are estimated to induce a further 75 indirect jobs (full-time, 
part-time and casual) within the State, a number of which are likely to come from the City of Casey. 
The total ongoing annual employment benefit from the proposed development is estimated at 149 
jobs.  

State Level Employment Benefits 

Victoria Table 1 

 

  

Operation Phase
Direct 

Benefits

Indirect 

Benefits
Total Benefits

Employment (At Full Capacity)
1

Food Catering              35                21                    56 

Office              13                23                    36 

Art Space (Gallery, BOH, Studio Area)              26                31                    57 

Total On-going Annual Employment              74                75                  149 

1. Total full-time, part-time and casual jobs for the equivelant of one year of employment during operation.

Source: REMPLAN; Urbis
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE 
Direct and indirect employment and economic activity from construction can be estimated using the 
REMPLAN Input-Output model. REMPLAN captures inter-industry relationships within an economy.  

A two-year construction period and an average annual construction spend of $25 million has been 
assumed for the project. This level of construction activity will generate peak annual construction 
employment of approximately 56 direct jobs and 90 indirect jobs via supply chain effects. 


